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Abstract—Experimentation in large-scale distributed systems research is very challenging due to the size and complexity of modern systems and applications spanning domains of high performance computing, P2P networks, cloud computing, etc. Some obstacles that each researcher must face are: the difficulty of properly structuring experiments due to their complexity, the inflexibility of existing methodologies and tools and the scalability problems resulting from the size of studied systems.

In this paper, we propose a novel method of representing and executing experiments that solves these problems. To this end, we present an interdisciplinary approach to the control of large-scale experiments in distributed systems research that draws its foundations from workflow management and scientific workflows. This workflow-inspired approach distinguishes itself by its representation of experiments, modular architecture and robust error handling. We show how the aforementioned problems are solved by our approach in an exemplary performance study of an HTTP server.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Context and motivation

Computer science started as a formal, theoretical science, but very rapidly became one of the most important of applied sciences. In parallel to the developments of computer science, computer systems were becoming more and more complex making the formal analysis unfeasible to the point that methods based on purely analytic, mathematical approach are almost non-existing (amounting to less than 4% [1]). There is, therefore, a trend of turning to scientific method and experimentation, both used routinely with much success in physical and life science research [2].

In the domain of distributed systems, the situation is arguably even worse. The objects of study, distributed systems built from loosely related components, with independent sense of passing time and connected using unreliable networks, are intrinsically non-deterministic. Moreover, the modern systems depend on countless software packages, each bringing its own influence on the overall behavior of the system. Large-scale distributed systems comprising thousands of independent machines are an extreme case where non-methodological and manual approach simply cannot work. Even a motivated scientist may be unable to produce high-quality results when confronted with such problems.

The difficulty is partially due to how the experiments are conducted. The complexity of existing distributed systems requires that the experiments are well-documented (as software should be), reproducible (so that other researchers can verify and use findings easily) and modular (to encourage reuse and standardize the domain). Moreover, they should be general, independent from any particular platform for example. Finally, they should be robust and address the faulty nature of distributed systems. Sadly, these issues are rarely addressed due to the difficulty and tediousness of such an undertaking.

We need dedicated methods to experimental research in large-scale distributed systems that address issues that the domain struggles with. The advances in the domain of experiment control systems would be welcomed and bring more credibility and quality into the research that is difficult to conduct, despite the existence of many approaches (up to 26% of empirical or engineering publications in computer science have no evaluation at all [1]).

B. Contribution

In this paper, we describe a novel approach to control experiments, which borrows ideas from experiment control systems, scientific workflows and workflow management systems. This workflow-inspired approach redefines the common activities of experimentation in one consistent, holistic methodology. We illustrate our findings with XPFLOW, a workflow engine tailored to the requirements of distributed systems research.

The rest of this article is structured as follows. First, in Section II, we describe our approach and its main features:

1) a flexible workflow representation of experiments that promotes good practices, code reuse, improves understanding and paves a way to formal analysis,
2) a modular architecture that supports interoperability with low-level tools, instrumentation of experimental workflows and compositability of experimental patterns,
3) robust error handling that includes special workflow patterns and checkpointing of workflow execution.

In Section III, we evaluate our approach on a real-life experiment. Then, in Section IV, the existing solutions and methods for control of experiments in distributed systems research are presented and compared with our approach. Finally, Section V concludes the paper and outlines future work.
Figure 1. An example of a mapping between DSL and a workflow. Different language-level constructs (parallel, forall, sequence) result in respective workflow patterns (parallel execution of subworkflows, a parallel loop and sequential execution of activities). The workflow notation is based on Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) with some extensions (the “ampersand notation” for a parallel loop, for example).

II. WORKFLOW-INSPIRED APPROACH

Our approach is an interdisciplinary merger of three domains: experiment control systems, scientific workflows and workflow management. First, our main motivation is the control of experiments. Second, we share common concepts and goals with scientific workflows, the workflow representation of experiments and provenance in particular. Finally, we borrow the basic model of execution and workflow patterns from the domain of workflow management (a supporting science of Business Process Management).

The approach consists in using a domain-specific language to describe experiment workflows and execute them using a workflow engine tailored to control of experiments (called an experiment control system for short). The workflow engine launches, controls and monitors all aspects of experiment execution. A detailed log is kept which includes timing information, low-level and user-defined debugging information, etc. Additionally, it provides low-level features which cannot be implemented as workflows (e.g., checkpointing and error handling). Precise information about execution of the experiment can be exported, analyzed afterwards and stored as an experiment log.

Our implementation of this workflow-inspired approach, XPFLOW, is written in Ruby which was chosen because of its popularity in configuration management tools (Puppet\(^1\), Chef\(^2\)) and its flexible syntax (for the purpose of implementing a high-level, domain-specific language). XPFLOW is a workflow engine that focuses on the control of experiments in distributed systems research. To achieve our goals a set of different software and low-level tools are used: SSH (to control nodes), TakTuk [3] (for a scalable command execution) and some standard Unix programs.

In the remaining part of this section, the three features of our approach are presented: the advantages of workflow representation, the modularity of the approach and the robust workflow execution. These features cover the main activities the experimenter has to cope with, that is: designing an experiment, implementing it and executing it, respectively. Each section starts with a problem that is addressed by that feature and then details of the solution follow.

A. Workflow-based description of experiments

One of main problems with published research is the lack of experimental verification of the presented ideas – substantial amount of research based on “engineering epistemology” does not devote much space to evaluation of presented ideas (only 36% of such publications dedicate more than 20% of space to evaluation [1]). Even if experiments are presented in a publication, they are often poorly documented using informal and ambiguous language. The lack of a formal description of experiments prevents any formal analysis or verification of correctness. Moreover, the existing practices (use of low-level scripts and manual control of experiment execution) make it very difficult to monitor the progress or instrument the execution of experiments.

Our approach to this problem consists in representing experiments using workflows. To achieve that, we provide a domain-specific language to define workflows built from activities. Activities can be implemented imperatively (using a low-level programming language), or declaratively as processes that use various patterns to group activities and other processes into more complex workflows. In other words, the processes orchestrate the execution of activities, including other processes, whereas imperative activities implement final actions. The workflow engine parses the description and builds an internal graph representation of workflows which maintains one-to-one relation with their original description.

1) Domain-specific language representation: In our approach, workflows are described using a dedicated, domain-specific, declarative language. The building blocks are activities which can be grouped together into more complex workflows using special patterns for: sequential and parallel execution, looping over a set of variables, error handling, etc. (see Fig. 1 for an example). Almost every high-level feature of our approach is provided as a set of activities (including acquiring resources for experiments, communication with nodes, analysis of data). For handling low-level tasks, the user is free to use traditional, imperative code.

The advantage of representing experiments in the textual form is that it does not diverge from existing practices which consist in describing experiments as a set of text files. Moreover, the human-readable text files can be easily copied, modified and published without any heavyweight or proprietary software.

2) Workflow representation: The experiment written in the domain-specific language is a workflow which can be

1\(^{http://puppetlabs.com/}\)
2\(^{http://www.opscode.com/chef/}\)
represented as a directed graph with annotated nodes. The expressive power is close to that of workflow management systems as it uses standard patterns that were identified in the literature [4]. Workflows can be built from user-defined activities or activities from a core library that includes: node management, data collection and statistics, logging, etc.

A workflow has a structure of a graph and is convenient to work with. Such a representation can be stored, modified and analyzed using well-known methods and algorithms. In particular, a static analysis of workflows can be done in order to identify their consistency and correctness (e.g., to ensure that all referenced activities exist). Moreover, workflows can be represented in graphical form which may be easier to understand than traditional ways to structure experiments.

The workflow representation enjoys a variety of monitoring possibilities. Information about execution times of activities is stored and can be analyzed to find bottlenecks, suspicious behavior or causal relations that affected the experiment. The monitoring data can be presented in a graphical form as well, for example as a Gantt chart.

B. Modular and extensible architecture

A common shortcoming of existing methods and tools is difficulty to extend their functionality or reuse them in a different context. Most of the tools support a single testbed and a require a dedicated software stack to function, for example. Similarly, many approaches suffer from limited possibilities to extend them, either by interoperating with external solutions or extending the capabilities of the framework itself. In both cases, the composability of them is important so that the modules can be used together in an arbitrary, flexible way.

In that regard, the workflow representation gives a powerful way to abstract any existing functionality, including one offered by external tools. The activities represent actions in a transparent way and can be grouped together to form more complicated workflows. Moreover, the workflows can be parameters for the execution of other workflows giving a powerful method of composing experiments from well-defined experimental patterns. Thanks to that architecture, most of the features of our approach are provided in a completely modular way.

1) Interoperability with testbeds and external tools: To illustrate the interoperability of our approach, we show how the control over nodes of the experiment is implemented. In particular we show its independence from an underlying testbed and a way to achieve a scalable method of command execution.

A primary abstraction is that of a node which on the workflow level is treated just as any other variable. To interact with the node, the user uses a set of activities that provide a portable and scalable implementation of common operations. These operations include: command execution, copying files, retrieving files, etc. The method of accessing the nodes and software used to perform these operations is abstracted and transparent to the user.

The first benefit of this architecture is that the testbed used in the experiment can be easily changed by providing an alternative set of activities to perform all necessary actions on the new testbed. Another benefit is that it is equally easy to work with nodes at any level of the infrastructure. It does not matter if a node is accessible directly or via a gateway node of a testbed – from the workflow point of view both situations are exactly the same.

2) Composable experiments: The experiments are workflows which form a hierarchical structure. There is always a topmost, root experiment that encompasses the process of the experiment. During its execution sub-experiments can be started, which may contain their sub-experiments and so on. Each experiment contains its own log, set of files and properties and remains mostly independent from its parent experiment. An example of such an experiment is presented in Fig. 2.

An experiment can take another experiment as a parameter and execute it, possibly multiple times. For example, a study of scalability may consists in measurement of performance of an application as the number of clients varies. Instead of modeling this experiment as a monolithic loop that exercises more and more nodes, we can model it as two distinct problems: (1) implementing a process that runs a benchmark with a given set of nodes and (2) implementing an experiment that executes it with more and more nodes. The high-level experiments can be used in an arbitrary way depending on the needs of a user. This encourages reuse of code and good scientific practices.

C. Workflow execution and failure handling

The ultimate goal of experiment execution is to finish it with a success, even in the presence of failures. Unfortunately, the execution of experiments in large-scale experiments is difficult due to their complexity and size. Large-scale experiments involving hundreds or thousands of nodes reach scalability limits of a platform (e.g., overload network hardware) and fail not only for understandable reasons (e.g., timeouts in communication protocols), but also in completely unexpected ways. Failures cannot be left unnoticed, because they could bias measurements and conclusions. However some failures may be intermittent and therefore not fatal to the experiment execution and its correctness. These characteristics of the domain of large-scale experiments call for proper analysis of how the experiments can fail and what can be done about that.

Error handling in our approach consists of special workflow patterns to handle failures and checkpointing. However, before discussing them, we must start with a discussion about failures during experiment execution. There are two types of failures:

- **platform failures** – caused by external technical problems, software or hardware bugs, etc., in an idealized environment platform failures would not happen; an example of a platform failure is a dropped HTTP connection due to an overloaded server,
- **workflow failures** – a result of a wrong structure of the experiment or wrong assumptions which, contrary to the platform failures, happens even in an idealized environment; an example is an attempt to copy a file that does not exist.

The workflow execution can result in various outcomes: a success, a failure caused by the platform or a failure caused by the workflow. The platform failures can be further divided
experiment :scalability do |exp, opts, *args|
  items = items_of opts
  n = length_of items
  start = start_of opts
  step = step_of opts
  sizes = range(start, n, step)
  foreach sizes do |size|
    subset = item_range(items, size)
    result = run(exp, subset, *args)
    log "Result for #{(start, n, step)}: #{result}".
    value([size, result])
  end
end

Figure 2. An example of a composable experiment that measures performance while running with more and more “items” (DSL representation on the left, an example how scalability experiment executes :perf experiment with a list of 3 items, and final results of the example on the right). A sub-experiment passed as an argument is executed with more and more items (e.g., clients). Additional options specify an initial size, a step size, etc. The final value is a mapping between number of items and results obtained with them.

### 1. Experiment Design

The workflow representation offers many different patterns to group workflows, but the primary one is a sequence of workflows to execute in a fixed order. A sequence of workflows finishes with a success if all of them finish with a success. If any of them fails, the result of the sequence is a failure that caused its subworkflow to fail. Other workflow patterns have different semantics, for example a parallel loop fails with a compound failure if any of its parallel iterations fails. The compound failure groups all failures that caused the parallel iterations to fail (as there may be many of them).

Further on, we will say that two executions of workflows are equivalent if they lead to the same effect on the platform. It does not imply exactly the same state of the platform, but two states whose differences have no impact on the execution of the workflow and on the overall result of the experiment. The precise definition depends on the object of study and technical details. For instance, if hard disk performance is studied, any disk access may affect the state and hence experimental results. Therefore, executions that differ by the disk access patterns in general are not equivalent. However, if it is the network that is studied, the state of the hard disk can be argued ignored.

We will say that a workflow is restartable if it can be executed repeatedly (with a success or a failure) in sequence without causing a workflow failure. In other words the workflow execution cannot break its own assumptions as a result of the execution. The example of an action that is not repeatable is moving of a file – the file will not be present the second time the action is run, breaking its very own assumption necessary for proper execution.

A workflow is idempotent if a sequence of its multiple successful executions is equivalent to a single successful execution. Observe that making a copy of a file is idempotent, but appending to a file is not. A workflow composed of idempotent constituents does not have to be idempotent. For example, the sequence (copy a b; copy c a) is not idempotent if files b and c differ. Similarly, an idempotent workflow is not necessarily composed of idempotent actions – the sequence (copy a b; move b c) is idempotent as a whole even though moving a file is not.

If a workflow is restartable and in presence of intermittent failures will nevertheless eventually succeed in a state equivalent to a single successful execution, then we will say that it is eventually successful. If it is also idempotent, then will say it is eventually idempotent.

The aforementioned properties are crucial in a discussion that follows and describes failure handling patterns and checkpointing. We show that with an adequate way of handling failures, one can still properly execute an experiment despite presence of failures.

1) Failure handling patterns: Users do not have to precisely what constitutes a failure as any anomalous behavior is treated as such. On the other hand, they can force an error (e.g., as a result of monitoring), signaling the presence of a failure and delegating handling of it to failure handling patterns used in a workflow.

Any workflow can be embedded inside a failure handling pattern that will retry its execution a predefined number of times. The inner workflow should be eventually successful so that it can be restarted multiple times until finally it succeeds. If the limit of retries is reached, the problem is treated as fatal and the workflow finishes with a failure.

The primary use for failure handling of workflows is to cope with intermittent failures which are a common problem in large-scale experiments. If, for example, many nodes use a shared resource (e.g., connection bandwidth, broadcast domain, etc.), some requests may fail due to timeouts, operating system limits, software and hardware bugs, etc. A common case is a highly parallel installation of software on many nodes – the bottleneck is the shared access to a single server with packages. Fortunately, the software installation process can be treated as restartable and hence our approach applies.

To sum up, if the experiment is built from eventually successful workflows and proper error handling is used, then the experiment can be eventually finished even in the presence of intermittent failures. Moreover, the results of the execution are equivalent to execution that experienced no failures at all. An example how the pattern is used in practice is shown in Fig. 3.

2) Checkpointing: A state of the experiment workflow can be saved in strategic, predefined places and restored later. A common use of that feature is to restart the execution from already reached checkpoints in a case of a failure, saving time and other resources. The experiments are often implemented iteratively, that is, by repeatedly designing and running the experiment until the researcher is satisfied with it. Thanks to
In this section, we will evaluate our approach with its implementation called XPFLOW. To this end, we designed an experiment that covers all relevant features and shows how they are used together. Our experiment is a basic performance analysis of a single server instance of nginx\(^3\) HTTP server (version 1.2.1) with 4 worker threads, while serving a varying number of clients. As a benchmark, we used ApacheBench\(^4\). A single run of the experiment consists in measuring a throughput of a single HTTP server while serving many clients simultaneously for a timespan of 10 seconds. The result is measured in requests per second that the server was able to successfully deliver. The requested document is a short web page (that easily fits filesystem cache) and therefore we mostly measure the scalability and reliability of a request loop in the server. The operating system used to run all experiments is Debian 64-bit (wheezy) running a Linux kernel (version 3.2).

### III. Evaluation

#### A. Workflow representation

The workflow representation of the experiment exploits various patterns to build experiments. We used various sequential and parallel loops to iterate over sets of nodes, parallel execution patterns to perform actions in parallel, error handling patterns to harden the execution of the experiment, etc. The workflow representation is verified before execution to check if there are any problems that can be detected before runtime.

Moreover, the workflows can be visualized in a graphical form which is some cases provides an advantage over a plain, textual representation.

The overview of the experiment is presented as a workflow presented in Fig. 4. That part is independent from the underlying testbed and normally is preceded by testbed-specific part that reserves physical nodes and prepares a testbed.

#### B. Modularity and extensibility

Our experiment is built from reusable, modular components. The exemplary experiment is built from 3 sub-experiments with increasing depth of nesting:

- scalability experiment – runs a given experiment with an increasing number of objects (in our case these objects are clients).

---

\(\text{http://nginx.org/}\)

\(\text{http://httpd.apache.org/docs/2.4/programs/ab.html}\)
minimal-sample experiment – given an experiment adaptively tries to find a minimal number of samples necessary to reach a desired precision,

• the benchmark – the main experiment that benchmarks the performance of an HTTP server.

The nested structure of these components is clearly visible in Fig. 4.

The minimal-sample experiment exploits the fact that results are represented as variables passed between activities. In particular, the workflow may have a looping behavior that depends on a result of partially collected results (see Fig. 5 for illustration).

Moreover, we have shown that thanks to our abstractions it is easy to change the underlying testbed. All variations of the experiment share most of the structure, only the part related to deployment and bootstrapping the experiment differs.

1) Lightweight containers-based platform: This platform was used to rapidly develop the experiment without necessity of using a real, shared testbed. The advantages are numerous: the ideas can be tested rapidly, the “testbed” resources are always available, the connection is much more reliable and fast. This feature can be described as a virtual testbed - a sandbox to test ideas, iterate rapidly and spot early problems.

On a technical level, this feature is implemented using Linux Containers. All instances share a common base image using Copy-On-Write features of Btrfs filesystem, whereas their virtual network interfaces are bridged together and with the host network card. The process of launching containers is implemented as a separate XPFLOW workflow.

The machine used to host containers and develop the experiment was a typical desktop machine running Linux. The results for this “sandbox” testbed are not presented, since they are neither comparable with other testbeds nor can achieve a similar size of an experiment as them.

2) Grid’5000-based platform: This experiment is the most common case that we are interested in. The nodes used in the experiment come from two different clusters. One consists of nodes that are equipped with Intel Xeon X3440 processors, 16 GB RAM, magnetic hard disk and Gigabit Ethernet network cards. The second one consists of machines that only significantly differ in that they have Intel Xeon L5420 processors. We used a total number of 199 nodes during the experiment.

This experiment uses a small set of activities to interact with Grid’5000 testbed. The activities are used to submit user reservations, obtain information about associated nodes and install an operating system used during the main experiment. This reusable part amounts to few hundred lines of code, whereas the non-reusable boilerplate added to the original experiment is less than 30 lines.

3) Cloud-like platform: This variation of the experiment uses KVM-virtualized instances of Linux operating system. The physical nodes used to host the virtual machines are the same as those used in the previous experiment and are running Linux as well. The experiment is the most challenging one and the most time-consuming due to a fairly complicated installation process. A complete listing of workflows used to run the deployment is presented in Fig. 6.

The multi-level setup complicates communication with nodes at different levels of the installation, as they may not be reachable directly from the host running XPFLOW. In our case, we use one Grid’5000 node as a gateway to all virtual machines (it is also a gateway that acts as a router for virtual machines). Thanks to our abstractions the whole process is completely transparent (see Fig. 7).

The physical infrastructure that hosts the cloud-like installation is the same as in the Grid’5000-based experiment. Each physical node hosts two VMs per each core available on that node (that is, each core is shared by 2 instances). During the experiment we started 2034 virtual machines (and another VM dedicated as a web server).

Each virtual machine has a one virtual core and 1 GB of RAM available with the exception of the virtual machine that hosts the HTTP server – this node has 4 cores and 4 GB of RAM. Network interfaces of the virtual machines are bridged to the physical Ethernet network. This cloud-like infrastructure is in many respects similar to one of possible configurations offered by OpenStack cloud software and arguably serves as a good model to study clouds with many deployed instances.

This variation of experimental scenario required to design and implement workflows to deploy the virtualized infrastructure. This (reusable) process amounts to 315 lines of code. Moreover, we had to prepare a KVM image used by the virtual machines. It required an installation of Debian Linux with necessary software. The image can be reused in different experimental scenario.

C. Failure handling

Our method takes a strict, almost paranoid approach to failure handling – by default every single problem will cause the experiment to fail. However, the user can manually define a retry policy for parts of the workflow forcing them to restart automatically if a failure happens during experiment execution, or by restarting the experiment from a checkpoint by manual intervention.

Our approach to error handling allowed to cope with some intermittent failures that happened during the experiments. In particular, the occasional problems with running a benchmark were handled by restarting the part of workflow that failed.
Figure 6. A full listing of workflows used to deploy a cloud-like testbed and an autogenerated graphical representation of the deploy_cloud workflow (thanks to the annotations inside comments). The blocks defined with process keyword describe workflows, whereas a block defined with activity contains a low-level Ruby code. Various patterns discussed in the paper are presented: failure handling, checkpoints, parallel execution and composable experiments.
and problems have been mitigated (see use of try workflow pattern in :run_nginx workflow in Fig. 6).

The experiment was structured according to the workflow properties described before. For example, the checkpoints were used in proper places to save time and ease the process of debugging. During development of the experiment, they were occasionally used to fix a bug in an experiment that caused it to fail and then restore a state from a previously attained state.

D. Results

The obtained results are presented in Fig. 8. For each data point, the experiment was repeated at most 10 times to obtain a sample mean value that is at most 3% from the real mean value with 95% confidence. The data points that failed to converge are presented with intervals of the same confidence, but of a larger size.

Unsurprisingly, the results obtained on a physical testbed are better than on a virtualized environment. The peak performance reached more than 30000 requests per second for 180 clients and to our knowledge would only improve if more nodes were used. We were however limited by the size of physical clusters available to us.

The results obtained in a virtualized environment are not as good. The performance reached around 10000 requests per second in the range that we experienced with. The lower performance is due to overhead of CPU and network interface virtualization. Moreover, one has to remember that we measure the performance from the perspective of clients – their performance of crafting and sending requests has an effect on the performance as well. We noticed as well that above a number of 900 simultaneous clients some requests were not served successfully, but the overall performance remained the same.

All in all, the nginx HTTP server offers very good performance and scalability while serving a large number of clients. Thanks to a cloud-like infrastructure we were not limited by the size of physical infrastructure and were able to run our experiment with more than 2000 virtualized nodes. The raw results, XPFLOW software and the experimental workflows are available at http://www.loria.fr/~buchert/xpflow2013.tgz.
to describe an experimental platform, and OMF [7] to provide an event-based description. Another approach is featured by Splay [8] which offers a description language which is intentionally similar to pseudo-code used commonly in scientific papers in distributed systems research that hides common difficulties of experimentation. Such a description allows to rapidly prototype an experiment and run it on a model of a platform, but is mostly limited to one-time studies. Finally, solutions like Weevil [9] or Plush [10] turn to high-level, declarative descriptions of experiments.

Our approach uses a special language to build workflows, but is conceptually independent from any programming language. The high-level workflow representation is easy to understand, expressive, easy to analyze and to work with.

2) Modular architecture: The means of extending a given approach vary greatly and are related to the way the experiments are represented. Approaches based on high-level representations may be constrained by this very fact, whereas low-level tools may offer no convenient way to extend them.

Approaches concerned mostly with one-time studies (like Splay [8]), or tools dedicated to a particular platform (Emulab Workbench [6] or Plush [10]) do not tackle this problem directly. Solutions similar to Expo [5] offer theoretically unlimited capabilities, but are not modular by design and extending them is difficult. High-level solutions tend to be self-contained and difficult to extend as well, but also offer much more extensive built-in functionality (e.g., Weevil [9] offers a powerful workload generation functionality). Finally, an example of OMF [7] shows that even a platform-dedicated and relatively high-level approach may be extensible, as is shown by its instrumentation, logging and interoperability capabilities.

Our approach proved to be very flexible as it can be extended in various ways. Not only the functionality can be extended with external software in a modular way, but even the testbed can be replaced if necessary. Moreover, common patterns can be reused as has been shown with composable experiments.

3) Robustness: Due to non-deterministic behavior of distributed systems the failures must be taken into consideration by every approach. The failure handling can be automatic or manual, the former typical to methods that are dedicated to a particular platform and latter to methods constrained by their general applicability. Nevertheless, every solution has some means to cope with problems with scalability and intermittent failures.

Among other features, Plush [10] can ensure proper connectivity between nodes, Emulab Workbench [6] and OMF [7] can verify that the platform complies to a specification – a set of features that would be otherwise difficult to provide if not for the tight integration with the platform. For similar reasons, Splay [8] can hide file management and related problems, whereas general solutions like Expo [5] turn to mostly manual error handling.

To our knowledge no approach has defined precisely the way the failures are handled and coped with. Although some solutions claim to handle failures and scalability problems, neither the ways to achieve this are explicitly stated nor the effects on results of the experiment discussed. Our workflow-inspired approach provides a well-defined framework built around the idea of correct execution and gives a set of properties and methods necessary to achieve this objective.

B. Scientific workflows

Scientific workflows are a broad term encompassing tools aiming at automation of scientific processes. They are mainly used to run complex computations on preexisting data using grids, and are not used to manage experiment execution, especially experiments in distributed systems research. Normally, those systems are provided with GUIs that enable non-expert users to easily construct their workflows as a visual graph. Such graph describes the complete flow of the computation and the dependency between tasks and data generated (i.e., provenance). A prominent feature of scientific workflows is their independence from the computing infrastructure. Thanks to that the failures of the platform are handled in an automatic and invisible way (other types of failures may not be, however). Some examples of scientific workflows are: Kepler [11], Taverna [12] and Vistrails [13].

The scientific workflows are data-oriented and a distributed system underneath (usually a computational grid) is merely a tool to efficiently process data, not an object of a study. Although our approach represents the experiments as workflows as well, there are incompatible differences. First, scientific workflows are data-oriented whereas in our approach they represent actions performed on the platform. Second, the platform is not hidden from the experimenter, but is a central and explicit element of the workflow execution. Last, the workflows in our approach are based on a different formalism.

C. Workflow management

Traditionally related to workflows as well, is the domain of Business Process Management and Modeling (BPM) [14]. Business processes are found in business organizations and the goal of BPM is to model, understand and improve them using appropriate techniques and tools, most of them computer-aided nowadays. A viewpoint that we adhere to is to think about BPM as a management discipline (so it’s neither a technology nor has anything to do with computer science) and workflow management as a computer science discipline supporting it [15]. In that sense, we are more interested in the latter, but parallels between experimentation and BPM has been observed as well [16]. From the discipline of workflow management we primarily reuse the common workflow patterns and the execution model.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have shown how research in distributed systems research can profit from the workflow representation of experiments. Our interdisciplinary approach to control of experiments is based on workflow management and scientific workflows. Its advantages include flexible and modular representation that enables building experiments from reusable components and transparent interoperation with testbeds or external software. Our approach has a well defined model of execution based on BPM workflow patterns and robust failure
handling. To verify claims about our approach, we designed and conducted an exemplary, large-scale experiment.

In future work, there are a few aspects we would like to concentrate on. First, we would like to push the scalability of our experiments further (say, some tens of thousands of nodes) and address shortcomings of our implementation. For this purpose, we would like to conduct an analysis of XPFLOW system itself, including its overhead and performance. Second, various ways to extend our approach should be explored: recording provenance of data in experiments, adaptive methods for execution of experiments, advanced checkpointing, for example. Moreover, we plan to make the user interface more friendly by providing visualization of results and interoperability with other data analysis software. Finally, we want to release XPFLOW so that scientists could profit from our approach and give us a valuable feedback.
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